
SADDLE ACCESSORIES 
MARK TODD SCROLL SADDLE PAD 

  
 

This scroll stitched designed numnah is perfect for exercise at home or at competitions. It has a hook and 
loop girth strap and restraining girth loop to prevent the pad from slipping under the saddle. Machine 
washable on a cold wash 
 
SHOWMASTER II OBLONG NUMNAH 

  
 

This cotton quilted numnah is filled with 15mm foam rubber. The shaping over the horse's wither is 
reinforced. Suitable for use with general purpose and jumping saddles. 
 
SHOWMASTER II SHAPED DRESSAGE NUMNAH 

  
 

This cotton quilted numnah is filled with 15mm foam rubber.The shaping over the horse's wither is 
reinforced. Specifically designed to fit dressage saddles. Colours: Black 
 
SHOWMASTER WAFFLE WAVE SADDLE PAD 

  
 

The Showmaster waffle wave saddle pad is made with the complete comfort of your horse in mind. The 
saddle pad features a composite 300g polyester and 15mm foam padding and is manufactured with a 
moisture wicking waffle type fabric to help reduce excessive sweating under the saddle pad while the horse 
is exercised. Finished with an attractive wave stitch pattern, co-ordinating piping, hook and loop girth 
retaining straps and restraining girth loops. Colours: Black and White.  



 
ZEBRA ACRYLIC SQUARE NUMNAH 

  
 

This numnah is made of imitation sheepskin. It contains 30mm foam 
rubber and is oblong in shape. It provides comfort for the horse with its soft 
cushioning characteristics. Suitable for jumping, general purpose and 
dressage saddles 
 
 
 

ZEBRA TRAINING PATCH 
  
 

This work numnah is made of 3 inch foam rubber covered with extremely 
durable upholstery material. Provides maximum cushioning especially 
where one saddle has to be used on many different horses. Popularly 
used for racehorses, school ponies and trail riding horses. 
 
 
 
 

STAR PRINTED GEL PAD 
  

 
This gel pad is slim, provides an anti-slip surface for your saddle and is 
lightweight with superb impact absorbing properties to reduce the risk of 
back and wither injuries in horses. Its perforations allow for a constant air 
flow, keeping the horse's back cool and it is suitable for most types of 
saddles and equestrian activities. Features a unique star printed design. 
Colours: Dark Blue only. Sizes: Full only. 
 
 
 

 
ECONOMY NYLON STIRRUP LEATHERS 

  
 

These hard-wearing, webbing stirrup leathers have nickel plated buckles. They are non-stretch and will 
never snap or become uneven. Popularly used on racehorses when in training. Colours: Black Length: 
140cm. 
 
EQUIBETTE STIRRUP LEATHERS 

  
 

These imported stirrup leathers are 1" wide. The leather is lined with nylon where the stainless steel 
buckles are stiched on. They are good quality and soften easily with good care. The holes are numbered 
for your convenience.  

 

 


